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Abstract: A method has been derived for the identification of spatial emission hot-spots on
vehicle road routes using chassis dynamometer data. The work presented here uses tailpipe-
out carbon monoxide (CO) levels to demonstrate the application of the method. The approach
is used to analyse critically methods used by legislators that derive road-side emission levels
from the vehicle emission inventory and legislative emission levels. The work presented in this
paper demonstrates that the generic approach using vehicle speed, gear change patterns,
spatial geographical data, and route geometric information is sufficient for the identification
of the location of emission hot-spots in any journey route of interest.
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1 INTRODUCTION weighted emission values for a specified test drive
cycle are measured using constant volume sampling
(CVS) bag methods. The weighted emission approachOne of the main aims and applications of chassis

dynamometer tests is to replicate the actual drive normalizes the emission levels over the duration of
the complete journey and neglects the importancecycle of the vehicle journey route in terms of vehicle

speed against time. The exhaust emissions generated of localized emission hot-spots. Hence, this paper
derives a method and demonstrates the applicationfor the specified drive cycle using a vehicle speed

versus time trace on a chassis dynamometer repre- of using chassis dynamometer data to predict the
spatial distribution of exhaust emissions over thesent the tailpipe-out emission levels for a given route.

The amount of emissions produced at every instant duration of the journey and to identify the location
of localized emission hot-spots in the journey route.can vary to a large extent over the duration of a jour-

ney and this depends upon the nature of driving, This has significant value for road network planners
who wish to minimize the impact of vehicle exhausttraffic conditions, road network, and road geometry.

In addition, highly localized emission levels (often emissions on the environment.
referred to as ‘hot-spots’) can be created in a few
geographic locations along the route, and cause
considerable damage to the environment in some 2 BACKGROUND
sections of the journey while leaving the rest of the
route largely unaffected. Road traffic is the dominant source of carbon

Legislative limits on tailpipe-out emission levels monoxide (CO) emissions in urban areas in the
give most significance to the weighted emissions United Kingdom, typically contributing more than
in g/km produced for a specified test drive cycle. The 90 per cent [1] of total emissions. The CO concen-

tration is, therefore, likely to be highest at or near the
* Corresponding author: School of Technology, Oxford Brookes roadside. There are two main approaches followed

by various researchers and regulatory authorities toUniversity, Gipsy Lane Campus, Headington, Oxford OX3 0BP,

UK. email: s.samuel@brookes.ac.uk estimate and forecast roadside CO concentrations.
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The method followed by the UK Department for operating points remain inside the clean zone of the
engine performance map, the emission levels are lowEnvironment, Food and Rural Affairs (DEFRA) uses
and within legislative limits irrespective of vehiclethe National Atmospheric Emission Inventory (NAEI)
speed and acceleration. However, when the vehicle[2] and data from the roadside monitoring sites [1]
operating points move into the unclean zone of thewithin the United Kingdom. Future forecasts are
engine performance map, tailpipe-out emission levelsmade based on linear extrapolation of these data by
will be significantly higher than the legislative limits.the Department of Environment, Transport and the
Hence, the characteristics of the engine performanceRegions (DETR).
map are the critical factors that determine the levelsThe second main method of prediction of roadside
of real-world emission levels of a particular vehicle.CO or other emission species involves simulation

Finally, the traffic flow models that are unable totechniques [3–6]. For applying this method, infor-
model the behaviour of different drivers (psycho-mation on the traffic flow characteristics within the
physical) may not predict the realistic drivingroad network of interest must be available to charac-
behaviour [11] of the drivers. A model like VISSIMterize emissions from motor vehicles at particular
[4, 11], which is based on a psychophysical carlocations on the route. This method of prediction
following model, requires a significant amount ofrequires traffic flow simulation models, pollution dis-
experimental data for its calibration.persion models, and roadside measurement moni-

The work of Park et al. [4], which used a MODEMtoring for the validation of the methodology. Once
data base to establish a speed-based emission data-these models and the methodology are validated they
base, a VISSIM model for stochastic microscopiccan be used for the forecast of roadside CO levels.
traffic flow simulation, and a Gaussian-based disper-However, both of these existing techniques have
sion model for pollution dispersion studies, under-inherent disadvantages. The DETR technique uses
estimated roadside emission levels for the Kent area.the statistics of vehicles in the United Kingdom and
One of the main reasons for the underestimation wasthe legislative emission values for estimation of the
identified as poor representation of the real-worldtraffic related emission inventory. These legislative
driving pattern. Hence, a realistic estimation ofvalues have been found to be significantly lower than
spatial emission distribution needs a real-world drivethe real-world emission levels [7]. In addition, errors
cycle and an accurate measurement of on-roadoriginating from the prediction of the traffic related
vehicle emission levels [15–17]. The data obtainedpollution using a linear extrapolation technique are
from on-road measurements can be used as an inputsignificantly high.
to the pollution dispersion model. However, on-roadThe simulation techniques based on pollution
measurement is expensive considering the numberdispersion models employ traffic flow simulation
of the vehicles that are needed to represent themodels. These traffic flow simulation models can be
spectrum of the vehicles driven on one particulardivided into two general classes as macroscopic and
route. Hence, the present work has sought to derivemicroscopic models. The macroscopic models, e.g.
a systematic approach to obtain spatial emissionTRANSYT-7F, TRAF, FREQ, etc. [8, 9], are based on
profiles using chassis dynamometer data.deterministic relationships between road type, inter-

The present work focuses on tailpipe CO mainlyaction characteristics, and the traffic flow. The micro-
based on the following:scopic models, e.g. VISSIM, CORSIM, FLOWSIM,

INTEGRATION, Paramics, SIDRA, Syncro/Sim Traffic, 1. The previous work of the present authors reported
etc. [9–11], simulate the movement of individual in reference [18] identified that CO is the most
vehicles through the network being modelled. In affected emission species during real-world driving
either type of model, emission levels are estimated in the United Kingdom for a typical light-duty,
based on vehicle speed and acceleration character- EURO-IV certified gasoline powered vehicle. That
istics. The work of Samuel et al. [12], however, has work used four different types of drive cycles
identified that vehicle speed and acceleration levels representing passive, intermediate, and aggressive
are not the most significant parameters that deter- drive cycles and another drive cycle, Harsh-MIRA
mine the levels of tailpipe-out emissions. They found drive cycle, which is the maximum driving per-
that the engine performance map has two distinct formance possible with the given vehicle. The
zones: one a clean zone to meet the legislative limits results for tailpipe CO from that study have been
and the other an unclean zone, outside the boundary reproduced from reference [18] to add clarity to
of the legislative performance envelope. Similar the content of this paper and are shown in Fig. 1.
observations have been reported in recent years by The details about different drive cycles can also

be found in references [18] and [19].Kleeman [13] and Kågeson [14]. When the vehicle
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Fig. 1 Tailpipe CO levels from a typical EURO-IV vehicle when tested using different drive cycles.
(Reproduced from reference [18])

2. Most of the fixed-site emission monitoring traffic islands (as shown in Fig. 2), and roads with
humps to control vehicle speeds. If the vehicle speedstations in the United Kingdom [20] measure

ambient CO concentrations. It has been identified is measured using an instrumented vehicle for the
development of a drive cycle, those data include theby various researchers that the levels measured by

fixed-site monitoring stations significantly under- vehicle speed from all these sections of the road.
When these data are used to construct a generic driveestimate the real-world pollution levels inside the

vehicle [21–23]. This suggests that it is difficult to cycle for legislative testing, the drive cycle loses its
details in terms of road geometry since the legislativeuse emission levels measured by fixed-site moni-

toring stations for pollution levels close to the tests assume zero gradient and a straight road.
However, their effect on the increase in engine loadtraffic lane in most of the places unless a fixed-

site station is actually placed near the area of and therefore emission levels cannot be neglected if
the vehicle operating points lie outside the legislativeconcern.

3. Finally, CO is colourless, odourless unlike controlled performance map of the engine [12], e.g.
regions of overfuelling at high loads, etc. The genericunburned hydrocarbons. Hence a cyclist or

pedestrian in the vicinity of the traffic lane would approach derived in the present work uses all these
details in conjunction with the measured tailpipe-find it difficult to detect its presence without the

aid of any instruments. In addition, the concen- out emission levels for identification of the localized
emission hot-spots.tration levels of tailpipe unburned hydrocarbon

and NO
x

are significantly lower than that of tail-
pipe CO [18] levels for given real-world driving
scenarios. 4 THE SCHEME OF APPROACH

The approach used to derive spatial emissions
3 GEOGRAPHICAL FACTORS AND SPATIAL data from the vehicle speed, time, and spatial geo-

EMISSION LEVELS graphical location data is explained below and
illustrated in the flow diagram in Fig. 3:

Actual vehicle driving routes consist of different road
sections that are straight, those that have vertical 1. Vehicle operating points on the engine map

determine the levels of exhaust emissions fromgradients (for drainage or due to landscape), those
with horizontal curvature due to roundabouts and any vehicle. The vehicle operating points that are
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Fig. 3 Flowchart showing the scheme of approach

Fig. 2 Types of travel in negotiating roundabouts in
the United Kingdom

location of landmarks is then superimposed on
the spatial emission plots. This yields valuable
information about the location of the emission
hot-spots created by the typical vehicle in thatsimple to measure with conventionally instru-
route.mented vehicles are vehicle speed, gear shift

history versus time and spatial geographical
This proposed approach is now demonstrated using

location of interest, landmarks, vertical road
a case study in the following sections.

gradient, roundabouts, traffic islands, and speed
humps versus time. Once these data sets are avail-
able for typical driving in a specific route, they
can be used to construct a representative drive 5 TYPICAL JOURNEY ROUTE AND

EXPERIMENTScycle.
2. The vehicle is then tested using this drive cycle

on a chassis dynamometer. The emission levels A journey route, which consisted of straight roads
and roundabouts, was considered for the studyare measured at the tailpipe-out location in a

second-by-second mode. for illustrative purposes. Vehicle speed and gear
change pattern against time data constituting a3. These results are then plotted against the spatial

distance travelled rather than the conventional representative drive cycle was obtained [16] for this
experimental route for a typical driving pattern. Intimescale. For example, tailpipe-out CO levels

in ppm are plotted against the distance travelled addition to the drive cycle data, the spatial geo-
graphic locations and landmarks of the route againstin km or m. The information about the spatial

D16904 © IMechE 2006Proc. IMechE Vol. 220 Part D: J. Automobile Engineering
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the time was also collected for the purpose of 6 SPATIAL EMISSION PROFILES
analysis. Specifications of the experimental vehicle
are given in Table 1. The experiments were con- 6.1 Spatial emission distribution along the
ducted at Motor Industries Research Association straight road
(MIRA) using a chassis dynamometer test facility

Two typical A-type straight roads shown in Figs 4and emission monitoring systems. The drive cycle
and 5 were used for the analysis. These roads arewas used to test the same vehicle on a chassis
designated here as SR1 and SR2. The length of SR1dynamometer and tailpipe-out emission levels were
is 1 km and SR2 is 2.2 km. The drive cycle data usedcollected. Emission measurements were carried out
for the test and the chassis dynamometer test resultsusing CVS systems and also second-by-second trace
are shown in Figs 6 and 7. The tailpipe-out emissionsmodal measurements with the engine fully warmed
and the spatial emission distribution for SR1 inup. These data were used for the spatial emission
Fig. 6 and SR2 in Fig. 7 show that the emission valuesdistribution analysis. The tailpipe-out emission values
are a function of the nature of driving. The weightedwere then plotted against distance travelled and
CO emission value from the CVS bag method forhence exact locations, rather than against the journey
the entire route was found to be 2.62 g/km. If onlytime. This enabled the identification of localized

emission hot-spots in the journey route. weighted emissions are considered, straight roads

Table 1 Specifications of the experimental vehicle

Description Value

Vehicle
Vehicle model year 2001
Emission certification EURO-IV
Vehicle mass 945 kg
Transmission Manual

Engine
Swept volume 1.4 litre
Fuel and ignition Gasoline, SI
Maximum power (bhp) 100 at 6000 r/min
Maximum torque (N m) 126 at 4400 r/min
Type of fuel injection system Gasoline multipoint port injection system
Type of emissions control system Three-way catalyst with lambda sensor

Fig. 4 Route map for spatial emission analysis includes one straight road SR1 and two
roundabouts RA-1 and RA-2 [21]
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Fig. 5 Route map for spatial emission analysis includes one straight road SR2 and two
roundabouts RA-3 and RA-4 [28]

SR1 and SR2 should have similar spatial emission pro- shown in Fig. 2. First and second modes represent
driving past the roundabout, as shown in Figs 2(a)files. In significant contrast, the spatial CO emission

values vary from 2 to 4200 ppm values for similar and (b). The third one, which allows the vehicle to
take a U-turn as shown in Fig. 2(c), is significant inweighted emission values. Localized emission hot-

spots can be created when the vehicle tailpipe-out terms of the effect of road curvature on an increase
in engine load. It has recently been identified byemission levels are significantly high (4200 ppm).

These important details are lost when conventional the Federal Highway Authorities [27] that horizontal
road curvature increases engine load. Vehicle speedweighted emission levels are used for a specific

journey route. The vehicle used for the study was against time data of any drive cycle cannot be
used to estimate this increase in engine load with-a relatively new Euro-IV vehicle with a running

history of 1100 hours. Importantly, if this vehicle was out specific details about the roundabouts. Only
empirical relationships are available to include anyfitted with an on-board diagnostic (OBD) system to

measure the tailpipe-out CO levels and the measure- correction for the effect of road curvature. However,
the vehicle speed and gear shift pattern against timements were taken when the spatial emission levels

are high (4200 ppm), it would have triggered its data, when used in conjunction with corresponding
tailpipe-out emission data, can provide a signifi-alarm, indicating that the OBD threshold value has

been exceeded (~2150 ppm or ~1.9 g/km) and a cant amount of information in terms of the spatial
emission distribution due to the inclusion of round-failure of emission control equipments [24–26].

However, it may also be certified as a clean vehicle abouts in any journey route, since the presence of
roundabouts dictates the driving pattern. The pre-if the measurements are taken when the spatial

emission levels are low (2 ppm). It was shown by sent work considered the first two modes of travel
over the roundabouts for the spatial emissionSamuel et al. [12] that vehicles of this type produce

significantly lower emission levels when vehicle distribution.
The tailpipe-out emission levels over the round-operating points remain inside the legislative con-

trolled engine performance map than when the abouts are shown in Figs 6 and 7. Waiting at the
roundabouts for the traffic signal and leaving thevehicle operating points move outside the legislative

controlled engine performance map. roundabouts may produce up to 4200 ppm of CO
near the roundabouts as compared to only 20 ppm
for similar speeds when driving on straight roads.6.2 Roads with roundabouts and islands

Horizontal road curvature due to the presence of
6.3 Variability in driving style

roundabouts and traffic islands are a part of the
journey route. The modes of travel while driving over The results shown in section 6.1 illustrate how

localized emission hot-spots are created whenthe roundabouts can be divided into three types, as

D16904 © IMechE 2006Proc. IMechE Vol. 220 Part D: J. Automobile Engineering
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Fig. 6 Spatial distribution of tailpipe-out CO for straight road segment SR1 and roundabouts
RA-1 and RA-2

vehicles are driven aggressively. In considering the will be much less than suggested. However, if it
is skewed towards the aggressive drive style, thecreation of localized emission hot-spots the fact

should be acknowledged that there is a ‘mixed bag’ localized CO emission levels will be very significant.
The experimental vehicle was driven on a chassisof ‘drive cycles’ [18, 20, 29] actually being driven and

the likely drive cycle is a distribution of the various dynamometer for a passive driving style representing
the driving in the routes given in Fig. 5. The resultsdrive cycles. If the mix is skewed towards the passive

driving style then the localized CO emission levels are shown in Fig. 8. The tailpipe CO levels were not

D16904 © IMechE 2006 Proc. IMechE Vol. 220 Part D: J. Automobile Engineering
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Fig. 7 Spatial distribution of tailpipe-out CO for straight road segment SR2 and roundabouts
RA-3 and RA-4

enough to create any localized emission hot-spots. 7 APPLICATION
This suggests that having a road network that will
not allow drivers to drive aggressively or a road net- One of the main applications of this approach is

to help the road network planners and the localwork that will allow drivers to drive smoothly without
having to negotiate many speed humps might pro- authorities to identify localized emission hot-spots

in an area of interest, such as in the vicinity ofvide a way to reduce the possibility of creating
localized CO emission hot-spots. schools and hospitals. For example, if there is a

D16904 © IMechE 2006Proc. IMechE Vol. 220 Part D: J. Automobile Engineering
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Fig. 8 Spatial distribution of tailpipe-out CO for straight road segment SR2 and roundabouts
RA-3 and RA-4 when driven in the non-aggressive mode of driving

concern about highly localized CO emission hot- time, is inadequate and, secondly, errors resulting
from the inappropriate choice of the vehicle used forspots near a school entrance due to humps and

roundabouts, a typical vehicle that is regularly used the analysis. The sensitivity of the approach can be
improved by choosing the drive cycle that representsin that area can be used to collect the vehicle speed,

gear shift pattern against time data, and the spatial the extreme probable driving conditions in the speci-
fied route. In addition, the vehicle used can be fromgeographical data against time for the specific

route of interest. This vehicle should then be tested the category of vehicles certified for higher emission
levels. If these two extreme conditions are met foron a chassis dynamometer and second-by-second

emission levels in ppm measured. These results deriving the spatial emission levels, the sensitivity in
identifying emission hot-spots may be increased.can then be plotted against the distance to predict

the geographic location to identify the location of
emission hot-spots. This will help to identify the
impact of inclusion of roundabouts or speed humps 9 CONCLUSION
etc. near the location of interest.

The effect of proposed roundabouts and traffic The present work showed that chassis dynamometer
data can be used to identify localized emission hot-islands can be studied by creating temporary round-

abouts and traffic islands and following the above spots over a specific vehicle route of interest. In
addition, a spatial emission profile can be usedmethod. This will identify the creation of new

emission hot-spots. to identify the condition of the vehicle and also to
identify those crossing the gross polluting threshold
margins. It is evident from the analysis that roadside
CO concentration is not only a function of the8 SCOPE OF THIS APPROACH
number of vehicles per hour but also depends on
the pattern of driving. Any vehicle can be a high-The limitations of the proposed method can be

grouped into two categories: firstly, errors arising if emitting vehicle when the vehicle operating points
remain outside the clean zone of the engine perform-the representation of the drive cycle, which consists

of the vehicle speed and gear shift pattern against ance map. The roadside CO levels predicted by the
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